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ABS'l'HACT 

Questions of cometary lifetimes and disintegration rates are important to 

current theories concerning the origin of comets. Data from recent objective obser- 

vations are not sufficient for a statistically meaningful discussion of disintegration 

phenomena. It is necessary to make use of older visual observations, which are 

often rather vague and subject to personal biases. In spite of the difficulties 

involved in such a study, it is possible to retrieve useful information from these 

observations. It has been my goal in this paper to thoroughly utilize the 

observational material relevant to a meaningful discussion of cometary origins. 

First, the sources and techniques of the study are described. A discussion 

of the various sorts of activity is included. Persistence, significance, and 

conditions of occurrence are discussed. 

Next, theories of cometary origin are summarized. Important parts of the Oort 

theory are outlined, with emphasis on points relating to cometary disintegration 

and the observable characteristics. The calculations of cometary parameters by 

Oort and Whipple are reviewed, and the important consequences are discussed. 

Lyttleton's attack on the Oort cloud hypothesis is briefly described and criticized. 

If the Oort theory is correct, "new" comets on their first close approach to the 

sun from the comet cloud should show a high disintegration rate or appreciable fading. 

An attempt is made to correlate activity and disintegration with cometary 

"age," using reciprocal (original) semi -major axes (1 /a) and spectral continuum 

strength as indicators of "age." No correlation of any sort is apparent. It 

appears that activity and disintegration- related phenomena are not correlated 
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with these age criteria. 

Since outright division and related catastrophic disintegration phenomena 

apparently do not account for the excessive loss rate among young comets, as 

required by the Oort theory, fading may be called into play. The mechanisms 

of brightness variation and the results of previous studies are summarized. 

Everhart's study of discovery probability functions is described, and the 

results of this study are utilized to determine the amount of fading required 

to render "new" comets (on their first passage through the observability 

region in the inner solar system) undiscoverable on the second and subsequent 

perihelion passages. A total fading of one magnitude is needed to cause 

55% of the "new" comets to disappear (become undiscoverable) at the next perihelion 

passage. This figure is approximate, and is based on some uncertain assumptions 

concerning the average brightnesses and other characteristics of various groups 

of comets. 

Using two different methods, I have attempted to uncover observational 

evidence of fading among "new" comets. First, absolute magnitudes are correlated 

with age, again using 1/a as the criterion. No correlation is found. Next, 

a number of long -period comets are investigated to determine the exact period 

over which they were observed. The mean absolute magnitude of the comets 

observed only before perihelion passage is compared with the mean absolute 

magnitude of those observed only after, with the expectation of demonstrating 

fading after perihelion. The opposite effect is found. Some mechanism 

of residual activity apparently causes these objects to become brighter after 

perihelion passage. This result is not in very good agreement with some previous 

studies. We must conclude that there is no direct observational evidence of 



appreciable fading among new comets. 

The data obtained in this study have been applied to several subsidiary 

investigations. An attempt is made to correlate cometary activity and disintegration 

with sunspot numbers. No significant correlation is found. An investigation is 

made into some results predicted by Harwit on the basis of his theory of cometary 

splitting due to collisions in the ecliptic plane. According to Harwit, the 

incidence of splitting should be higher for retrograde comets than for objects 

in direct orbits. I find no pronounced correlation of splitting with orbital 

inclination among long -period comets. Finally, a brief study is made of the 

absolute magnitudes of split comets. The results verify Whipple and Stefanik's 

contention that split comets tend to be bright, but I would attribute this, effect 

to observational selection. The data on splitting among faint comets are probably 

very incomplete. 
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OBSERVATIONAL ASPECTS OF COMETARY DISINTEGRATION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the history of comet observation, there appear an appreciable 

number of references to disruptive phenomena of various sorts. It is the 

purpose of this study to analyze the observations of such phenomena, with a 

view towards determining their frequency and characteristics of occurrence. 

An observational approach to the problem entails certain difficulties, since 

the data available are largely descriptive in nature. Most of the data 

consist of written descriptions and drawings based on visual observations at 

the telescope, with the addition of occasional micrometer measurements and 

photographs. It is dangerous to base detailed conclusions on such subjective 

data. In addition, changes in the observers, observational techniques, 

reporting of observations, and equipment used have created observational 

selection effects and inhomogeneities of the observations with time. The 

availability of good source material has a marked influence on the derived 

frequency of various phenomena. Specifically, the local unavailability 

of pre -1840 reference material has grossly limited the completeness of the 

investigation for early comets. Since about 1920, the publication of 

descriptive material on the physical appearance of comets has apparently 

gone out of style. This lack of detailed descriptions has a similar effect in 

reducing the apparent frequency of less spectacular sorts of phenomena. 

It is almost impossible to correct accurately for such spurious effects. 

The best we can do is to examine carefully the apparent variation of observed 
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frequency with time and attempt to make rough allowance. With these cautionary 

notes in mind, I will next describe the basic sources and techniques of the 

study. 

The fundamental reference used to identify suspicious comets was S. K. 

Vsekhsvyatskii's Physical Characteristics of Comets. I located 157 instances 

of suspicious activity, 115 prior to 1900, and 4+2 cases between 1900 and 

1955 (the closing date of the Vsekhsvyatskii catalog). Of these, 48 cases 

occurred in periodic comets. In some instances, the same comet showed more 

than one sort of activity and thus was listed more than once. Altogether, 

4+3 separate apparitions of 30 different periodic comets were represented. 

All examples which appeared questionable or uncertain for any reason were 

further investigated by reference to contemporary literature where possible. 

It has been the general practice to locate accounts based on a minimum of 

three or four different observers and originating from two or more different 

observatories. It would be difficult to give a complete bibliography, but 

the main references used are listed in Table 1. Vsekhsvyatskii seems to have 

made rather thorough use of the Astronomische Nachrichten in compiling his 

descriptions. Therefore, I have concentrated on other references. I have 

also devoted most effort to the "uncertain" cases which required additional 

research. Comets which were definitely observed to split or undergo other 

obvious activity were only checked for verification. 

It should be noted that certain active observers were responsible for 

a large percentage of the observations at certain times. Some of the names 

which figure prominently in the records for the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries include Secchi, Reslhuber, Schmidt (at Athens, nineteenth century), 

Rümker, Pechízle, Engelman, Barnard, Millosewich, Engelhardt, Spitaler, Schorr, 

Backer, Wirtz, etc. 
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II. TYPES OF ACTIVITY 

The unusual phenomena most often recorded fall into several fairly 

well- defined classes. First, we have those comets actually observed to split 

into two or more parts, i.e., to show a widely separated double nucleus or 

to divide into separate comas. 

Next, we find the less clear cases of comets which show granular structure 

or apparent multiplicity of the nucleus. Closely related are the phenomena 

of short time scale nuclear scintillation and unusual activity of the nucleus. 

These less spectacular phenomena first came under observation when sizable 

refractors were applied to the visual observation of comets, between 1860 

and 1920. Most of the descriptions come from relatively few observers: mentioned 

above. Not many descriptions of this sort of activity appear in the literature 

prior to 1860 or after 1920. Evidently, these subjective visual observations 

must be treated with caution. However, there is independent confirmation in 

many specific cases, and the precise descriptions by reliable observers 

tend to give credibility to the phenomena. This study tends to show that 

granularity and internal multiplicity are quite common. Some of the phrases 

most often encountered in descriptions of these phenomena include "granularity," 

"curdled appearance," "multiple nuclei," "multiple luminous points," "mottled 

appearance," "glittering appearance," and "scintillation." Several of these 

terms are used quite interchangeably by various observers, and apparently 

refer to similar appearances. The phenomena of short period scintillation 

and granular appearance are very frequently observed in the same comet. 

The final major type of disruptive phenomenon includes extreme fading 

or disappearance of a comet while under observation. A number of comets 

have been observed to grow very large and diffuse and even fade out entirely 
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when they should have been easily observable. It is sometimes difficult to 

determine whether an event of this sort corresponds to a decrease in physical 

activity or a complete disruption of the comet. Also, some comets are 

discovered as a result of a sudden outburst or a change of orbit, resulting 

in a temporary increase of brightness followed by apparent "fading." 

In addition, unfavorable circumstances of observation, such as moonlight or low 

altitude, may cause an apparent decrease in the observed brightness. It 

is difficult to eliminate all such spurious cases. Vsekhsvyatskii tends 

to place rather heavy emphasis on fading in relation to periodic comets. 

I have attempted to isolate those cases which show most possibility of being 

genuine. The number of cases of fading seems to be relatively constant 

throughout the past century, so the data are evidently not too strongly 

biased. 

In addition to the above phenomena, some comets were investigated on 

the basis of less definite indications of instability. For example, a few 

periodic comets which failed to reappear when expected, unusually active comets, 

and comets showing less well documented indications of fading were checked in 

the literature. These objects were not included in the final tabulation 

unless further indications of instability were found. 

Besides ascertaining the presence of activity in a given comet, it 

was considered desirable to determine the approximate time scale over which 

such activity persisted. In particular, the comets which showed splitting, 

granularity, scintillation, multiple nuclei, etc. are divided into cases 

of temporary activity (less than five days) and more enduring activity 

(greater than five days). In the final tabulation, the various sorts of 

internal activity (granularity, multiple nuclear points, scintillation, etc.) 
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have been combined. I believe this simplification to be entirely justifiable. 

Indeed, these types of activity are so closely associated that it proved 

impossible to separate them in compiling the lists. If comets showing 

multiplicity and granularity were separated from those showing scintillation, 

the two lists overlapped very strongly. It was also considered inadvisable 

to attempt finer subdivision of the time scale persistence, since the observed 

persistence is often dependent on the observers and observing conditions more 

than on any other factor. The final results are summarized in Tables II - 

IX, generally for intervals of 20 years. A total of 145 comets are tabulated, 

48 of which are periodic (several individual comets appear in more than one 

column due to different sorts of activity, and several periodic comets repeat 

at different apparitions; ten different periodic comets are observed 

"repeaters "). A total of 89 comets (34 periodic) showed nuclear activity, 

36 (10 periodic) were observed to split, and 20 objects (4 periodic) are 

listed for fading. Th'e observational bias for granularity, scintillation, and 

similar activity between 1860 and 1920 is immediately apparent. Comets in 

this class which were described as having multiple nuclei are designated by 

an "M." The physical meaning of nuclear activity of these sorts is still 

in doubt. However, there is one good indication that the activity is 

at least real. Of the 36 comets observed to split, we find that 17 (or 

47 %) also appear in the list for nuclear activity. In other words, the 

granulation and multiplicity phenomena are often associated with definite 

splitting. The two lists overlap to an appreciable degree. It thus appears 

possible that there is a close physical relationship between the two types of 

activity. 

Several other interesting conclusions can be drawn from the tabulation. 
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The comets involved do not share any immediately obvious physical trait. They 

range from short -period to parabolic, with appreciable numbers of each type 

present in all classes. It is interesting to note that ten different periodic 

comets do repeat at different apparitions, as mentioned above, usually for 

similar types of phenomena. These comets obviously survive the minor sorts 

of activity. Another interesting development concerns the relative percentages 

of comets showing temporary (<-5 days) and persistent (: -5 days) activity. 

The fraction showing persistent activity increased greatly toward the end 

of the nineteenth century, as the instrumentation and completeness 

of the observations improved. Apparently, the internal activity endures 

for an appreciable time in most cases, but may be recorded over a shorter 

time due to incompleteness of the observations. This conclusion is substantiated 

by various periodic comets which show repeating activity at successive apparitions, 

sometimes enduring for less than five days and sometimes more. We. conclude 

that internal activity is common and persistent among all types of comets. 

Finally, we come to the more extreme phenomena of splitting and fading. 

Although there is less observational bias with time for these occurrences, 

we do find an excess of cases of splitting in the period from 1880 to 1920. 

This excess is again due to detection of less obvious divisions among fainter 

comets by o. servers using large refractors. The number of very obvious 

divisions among bright comets appears to remain sensibly constant. The same is 

true to a lesser degree for cases of fading. In general, it seems that a 

prominent case of fading occurs every five years or so, and a persistent 

outright division every four years, on the average. 

In view of the apparent relationship between internal activity and 



division, it is probable that we are actually witnessing a continuum of 

breakup phenomena: small chunks of matter may break free of the nucleus 

quite often, while division into larger hunks of more nearly comparable size 

(causing persistent double nuclei or multiple nuclei) occurs less frequently. 

A really large -scale split, yielding two or more stable comets (for example, 

the Biela comet), is rarer still. At the extreme end of the scale, we may 

have "giant" comets which split up and give birth to families of related 

comets, such as the Kreutz sungrazers. Such an event has not yet been 

observed directly, but it would doubtless be spectacular to see. 

III. THEORIES OF COMETARY ORIGIN 

Next, we would like to relate these data on disintegration phenomena to 

the various theories of cometary origin. Any theory of cometary origin must 

explain the major observed characteristics of comets: namely, the observed 

distribution of reciprocal semi -major axes 1 /a, the random distribution of 

inclinations for near -parabolic comets, the decreasing inclinations for 

orbits with 25.<a<250 A.U., the apparent continuity of dynamical characteristics 

in the transition from long -period to short -period comets, etc. 

One of the most successful attempts to provide a general explanation 

has been made by J.H. Oort, who postulates the existence of a vast cloud 

of some 1011 comets in a shell of radius 30,000 to 100,000 A.U. around, the 

sun. Occasionally, the velocity vector of one of these comets will be 

shifted (due to perturbation by a passing star) into the cylinder of velocity 

space that leads to the inner solar system. Thus, a certain number of comets 

will continually sift into the region of visibility close to the sun. Such 

a comet will enter the solar system along an orbit,of very small 1 /a. After 
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entering the inner solar system, it will be perturbed by the major planets. 

The detailed calculations of van Woerkom (1948) and others have shown that 

the mean change in 1/a due to such perturbations is on the order of 0.0005, 

slightly smaller for retrograde orbits. About half of these "new" comets 

entering the inner system for the first time will be perturbed into hyperbolic 

orbits and ejected from the solar system; most of the other half will be 

shifted into orbits of larger 1 /a. As these comets reenter the inner system 

on subsequent returns, they will again be perturbed. The ultimate result of 

successive perturbations would be to diffuse the comets over all values of 

1 /a, tending to give a more even distribution. The fact that such a distribution 

is not observed indicates that many of the comets we see are new or nearly new, 

and that older comets deteriorate during their successive passages through the 

inner system, eventually disappearing or disintegrating. 

Oort made use of the observed 1/a data for comets with well -determined 

orbits in order to construct a model of the comet cloud and the processes 

which feed comets into the inner solar system from the cloud. He assumed 

a Gaussian distribution of perturbations, and a mean disintegration probability 

k of 0.014 per perihelion passage. Oort's cloud model gives a good fit to 

the observed 1/a distribution and other orbital characteristics of comets with 

periods greater than 100 years. The only major difficulty arose in the interval 

of very small l /a, 0<l/a<0.00005, where there were several times too many 

comets. This difficulty could be eliminated by assuming that new comets develop 

very large luminous envelopes only on the first approach and are not reobservable 

at the second and subsequent apparitions due to decreased brightness. An 

alternative statement is that new comets have an excessively large disintegration 

probability. Whatever the mechanism, it must be quite efficient. Oort 

estimates that only one -tenth of the comets discovered at first passage 
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can be rediscovered at second perihelion passage. In other words, 90°ío of 

the new comets effectively disappear after the first apparition. Oort also 

estimates that 37% of the comets with l/a <0.04- are really new comets, giving 

a total of roughly 97 new comets discovered passing through perihelion per 

century (Oort, 1950, and Oort, Liége Colloquium, 1966). 

Ideas about the original formation of the comet cloud are much less 

certain. Oort postulated that the comets were formed in the inner solar 

system during its early history. Some small fraction of these objects would 

then be ejected into Very long orbits as a result of planetary perturbations 

(the exact dynamics of the problem depend on the orbital elements of the 

proto- comets). Those objects with 25,000<a <100,000 A.U. would be subject 

to stellar perturbations, which would gradually randomize their motions. 

Most would not return to the inner system, but would become members of the 

general comet cloud, providing the small but steady supply of objects to 

reenter the inner system later. Comets with original a values much smaller 

than 25,000 A.U. would not be appreciably affected by stellar perturbations, 

and would return to the inner system, where they would eventually be eliminated 

by capture, ejection, or disintegration. Therefore, this mechanism would give 

a distribution consistent with Oort's theory, most of the remaining comets 

being concentrated in the shell with a>25,000 A.U. 

One of the most important aspects of cometary formation within the 

solar system is the stability of icy constituents. Extensive calculations 

have been performed to determine the-lifetimes of icy bodies under various 

circumstances (Watson, et.al., 1963). The results show that a one kilometer 

sphere of water ice with an initial orbital radius of 3 A.U. will last 
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about 109 years. Required initial orbital radii (for the same lifetime) for 

similar spheres of ammonia, carbon dioxide, and methane ice are 7.5 A.U., 

11 A.U., and 15 A.U., respectively. Further calculations demonstrate that 

water ice spheres with orbits similar to those of short -period comets 

(perihelion inside 3 A.U.) cannot be expected to last more than a million 

years or so. Thus, it is quite possible that cometary bodies could have 

formed in the vicinity of Jupiter's orbit (or slightly further out), and 

retained their icy constituents as long as necessary until they were ejected 

from the inner solar system. Bodies which spend much time inside 3 A.U., on 

the other hand, cannot retain a significant icy phase over long periods of 

time. We see that the basic idea of comet formation in the solar system is 

physically plausible. The exact mechanism envisaged, however, does not 

crucially affect the remainder of Oort's theory. 

Oort does not attempt to explain the detailed characteristics of periodic 

comets. Previous workers have shown that capture from the long- period comets 

by close approaches to Jupiter can, in principle, account for the presence of 

periodic comets. It should be possible to work out the characteristics of the 

Jupiter family and other short -period comets in a statistical way. Unfortunately, 

there are still some difficulties regarding the frequency of capture events, 

and the theoretical problem posed by the short -period comets is far from 

settled. 

Some of the difficulties of the Oort formulation may be avoided by changing 

the assumed disintegration law. Whipple, in particular, does not accept the 

assumed exponential decay-law for cometary disappearances. He believes 

that this law does not correspond to any real physical effect. Instead, by 
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analogy with the change in brightness for a constant decrease in radius at 

each perihelion passage, he prefers a lifetime law of the form 

(L) = Ç /Lf 

where-2 is the probability that a comet will have a potential lifetime of L 

revolutions, including the first; C and f are constants (Whipple, 1962, 196+). 

Whipple himself admits that this sort of law probably does not correspond 

exactly to the physical behavior of comets throughout their evolution. 

However, he believes it to be a better representation of the general processes 

of aging than an exponential law is. Therefore, he uses the law in a generalized 

Oort theory. In order to achieve a good fit to the observed 1/a distribution, 

he finds it necessary to set an upper limit on the possible lifetimes of 

the comets. This procedure is physically reasonable, since no comet could 

be realistically expected to survive more than several thousand perihelion 

passages. Whipple's results agree satisfactorily with the observed orbital 

characteristics of long -period comets. The best fit is achieved with a 

3/2 
1/L law and a limiting lifetime of about 5,000 revolutions. For this 

law, some 4+0% of the "new" comets disappear after their first revolution, a 

figure somewhat smaller than for the original Oort theory. However, Whipple 

does not quite fit the observed number of comets in the smallest 1/a interval. 

Whipple's calculations also fail to fit the observed distribution of short - 

period comets. He suggests that a "perturbation trap" inserted at the radius 

of Jupiter's orbit in the model might produce a rough fit. The effect of 

captures of unobservable long -period comets with perihelia near Jupiter's 

orbit may be significant. Whipple also makes the interesting suggestion that 

the large disappearance rate obtained for new comets at the first approach 

may be a result of nongravitational orbital changes arising from physical 

effects, as opposed to disappearance due directly to disintegration or fading. 
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From jet phenomena in a rotating icy comet nucleus, we might get negative 

1/a changes for 1/a near zero. These 1/a changes could account for a considerable 

loss of comets without involving physical deterioration. If it can be shown 

that such dynamical changes are generally comparable in magnitude to the mean 

planetary perturbations, then this explanation is at least a possibility. 

Whipple has analyzed observed brightness curves of several periodic 

comets on the assumption of constant change in radius per perihelion passage 

to derivé "death dates" (corresponding to the time when the radius shrinks to 

zero). Thus far, these efforts have met with indifferent success. This fact 

could be due to defects in the physical assumptions, or to systematic errors 

in the brightness curves for these comets. 

The Oort cloud hypothesis is currently the most widely accepted explanation 

for the origin of comets. However, some astronomers prefer an origin involving 

capture or accretion from interstellar space. The major obstacle encountered 

by most such theories is the extreme difficulty in explaining the paucity of 

hyperbolic original orbits, as well as the distribution of other orbital 

parameters. Lyttleton has developed an accretion theory which avoids some of- 

these difficulties, and he has become one of the most persistent critics of 

Oort's theory. Lyttleton rejects Oort's interpretation of the 1/a distribution; 

in fact, he has made elaborate statistical calculations of cometary ejection 

rates from the solar system and total comet membership as a function of time, 

based on assumed initial semi -major axes not greater than 2,600 A.U.: Of 

course this work applies only to comets with relatively small a. Lyttleton 

is convinced that the Oort cloud beyond 25,000 A.U. doesn't exist. 

Lyttleton presents several interesting arguments against the existence 

of the cloud ( Lyttleton, 1964, 1968). First, he states that the accuracies 

of the 1/a values are less than the interval sizes used by Oort in his 

1/a distribution. The accuracy of these values is admittedly a problem. 

However, the original distribution which demonstrated the existence of the 
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sharp maximum for small 1/a used values with an average mean error of 

±0.000027. Less accurate data were used in subsequent calculations, but all 

distributions show the distinct maximum for small 1 /a. Even the larger mean 

errors for the small 1/a orbits do not shift individual comets by more than 

one class in the 1/a distribution. Lyttleton also claims that the planetary 

perturbations which change 1/a by an average of 0.0005 on each passage through 

the inner solar system will alter the binding energy and smooth out the 

original distribution. Since the half -period of infall for a comet at 

50,000 A.U. from the sun is only 6 X 106 years, most comets must have passed 

through the inner system many times. Finally, even if the comets really 

are new, then the stellar perturbations which sent them into the inner system . 

should have altered the binding energy. 

Most of these arguments are based on a misunderstanding of the Oort 

theory. The cloud members are in stable orbits which do not pass through 

the inner system. Therefore, infall times are inapplicable,and these 

comets are not subject to appreciable planetary perturbations. Comets 

which do pass through the inner system will be subject to ejection and 

disintegration on time scales short compared with the age of the cloud. 

These are basic points of the Oort theory and are the reasons it is capable of 

accoming for comets with small l /a. Stellar perturbations do occasionally 

shift the velocity vectors of cloud comets, sometimes directing them back 

to the inner system. However, these perturbations modify the perihelion 

distance, not the comet's binding energy. The binding energy can change 

only if the comet's speed is altered by the encounter. Oort showed that the 

total mean energy exchange between a comet and the stars over the age of the 

solar system is only about 10 -5 A.U. -1, small enough to allow the long -term 

stability of the cloud. The mean energy change for a given encounter is 
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probably less than 0.1 %, or 10-8 A.U. -1. Thus, binding energy is not greatly 

affected. 

Lyttleton's final criticism is mathematical in nature. He states that 

a maximum in the 1/a distribution cannot correspond to a maximum in the values 

of a. He maintains that the 1/a maximum at small values arises from the 

nature of the 1/a function. If we have a uniform space density of aphelion 

points, then the number of comets between a and a + da is proportional to 

a2da. A comet of long period will appear in the inner system less frequently 

than a short -period object, so we must insert a corrective factor of P 1 = 

a 
-3/2 

. The observed number distribution is then proportional to a1/2da. 

Let b = 1 /a, and the observed distribution is proportional to b- 5/2db. 

Thus, we get an apparent peak in the 1/a distribution for small 1 /a, a peak 

which doesn't correspond to a maximum in space density. This proof is based 

on some special assumptions concerning the dependence of orbital eccentricity 

on aphelion distance, assumptions which specifically do not apply in the case 

of the Oort theory. Comets in the Oort cloud usually have stable orbits with 

large perihelion distances. Stellar perturbations randomize the motions of 

such comets at large aphelion distances so that most of them do not enter 

the inner solar system (i.e., they do not come to perihelion in the observable 

region). Orily a small percentage of these comets can get back into the 

observable region at any one time. Thus, the comets we actually observe 

(and which appear in the 1/a distribution) are necessarily only a small 

fraction of the true number in orbits of large a.., In addition, Oort never 

inferred that a maximum in 1/a at 1 /ao corresponded to an absolute maximum 

in the space density of comets at ao. Oort's theory only maintains that 

many observed comets have orbits which, when calculated back to the original 

elements, extend to distances over 20,000 A.U. from the sun. From this fact, 

he deduces the existence of a comet reservoir at large distances, providing 



us with a certain number of observable comets in a given time. On the basis 

of this hypothesis, he can explain the observed quantities. Note that the 

observed distributions do not give us information about comet densities 

in the range around 15,000 A.U. Comets could be in stable orbits at that 

distance and never get perturbed into the inner system. Lyttleton's approach 

completely begs the question of the origin of comets with small 1/a values. 

If he wants to mount a successful attack on Oort's theory, he will have to 

explain these comets in terms of an accretion model, and he will further 

have to demonstrate why the reasonable Oort stellar perturbation mechanism 

will not work for any comet beyond 20,000 A.U. It appears that the Oort 

theory is by far the most consistent and comprehensive model available 

at present. Therefore, I shall assume Oort is correct in my discussion 

of the relationship between cometary origins and the observed disintegration 

rates. 

IV. RELATION BETWEEN ACTIVITY AND "AGE" OF COMETS 

It will be recalled that Oort's figures required about 90% of the new 

comets to disappear between first and second perihelion passages. Whipple's 

modified lifetime law indicated a disintegration rate of about 40% for the same 

objects. We cannot decide on purely theoretical grounds whether these disappearance . 

rates are due to actual disruption or to a discoverability effect caused by 

fading (or possibly some unaccounted change in orbit), or to a combination 

of factors. However, the effects involved are so large that they should be 

observable. If we can somehow separate new comets from those which have been 

in the inner system before, we should be able to detect any unusual characteristics. 

On the basis of the Oort theory, I first decided to try 1/a as a criterion 

of newness. Since the mean change in 1/a per perihelion passage due to 
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planetary perturbations is about 0.0005 (van Woerkom, 1948, and Sekanina, 

1966a), we would expect a large majority of the comets with 1/a<0.00005 

to be new. Comets with much larger 1/a will in general be older. Accordingly, 

I made use of the Sekanina catalog (Sekanina, 1966a) of comets with calculated 

original 1/a values. These comets were divided into eight groups of various 

1ía. I have utilized Sekanina's data for 51 comets, 1844 to 1920. By comparing 

Sekanina's list with my tabulated instances of nuclear activity, multiplicity, 

or splitting, I obtained "activity rates" for each 1ía group. The amount of 

data was large enough to enable me to draw a distinction between comets 

showing activity of any sort and those showing definite multiplicity or 

splitting. Results are plotted in Figure 1. Among the comets with 1ía <0.00005, 

8 (40%) showed activity of some type (including multiplicity or splitting), 

while 5 (25 %) showed definite multiple nuclei or splitting. Of the seven 

comets 0.00005<a/a<0.00025, 4 (57%) showed activity of some sort, while 

2 (29%) showed multiplicity or splitting. For 24 comets 1/a>0.00025, the 

rates were 13 (54ío) and 7 (29%) respectively. 

It is somewhat dangerous ta,use all the comets in Bekanina's catalog 

uncritically, because some of the calculated original 1ía values are not very 

accurate. Twelve of the comets included above had root -mean- square errors 

in 1/a greater than 0.0001, although six of these were in the larger 1/a 

intervals (beyond 1/a=0.0005), and four were slightly hyperbolic. If we 

exclude the twelve comets, we obtain the following activity rates: for 

1/a<0.00005, 6 comets (37%o) are active, and 4 (25%) show multiplicity or 

splitting. For 0.00005<l/a<0.00025, 4 (57%) are active and 2 (29%) show 

multiplicity or splitting. For 1/a:0.0.00025, 8 (50%) are active, and 4 

(25%) show multiplicity or splitting. 

It is obvious in both the above cases that comets with small 1/a do 

not show an unusually high incidence of activity or splitting. Thus we have 
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not detected any observational evidence for preferential disintegration of 

new comets. 

In the absence of any detectable effects in the 1/a distribution, I 

decided to attempt a different approach. It has long been recognized that 

some comets show strong continuous spectra at appreciable distances from 

the sun. This phenomenon was studied in detail by Oort and Schmidt (1951), 

who found a high incidence of continuous spectra among new comets of small 

l/a ( <0.0002). Continuous spectra were recorded for old comets only in cases 

of outbursts or splitting. The continuous spectra are believed to be due 

to sunlight reflected from dust given off by the comet. New comets are 

apparently "dustier," and emit a great deal of solid matter during their 

first perihelion passage. 

I have attempted to correlate activity rates with strong continuum. 

Using data from Baldet's catalog of spectral characteristics (Baldet, 1926), 

I examined 81 comets between 1864 and 1925 (a few cases were rejected due 

to unusual outbursts, etc.). Twelve comets, two of them periodic, showed 

strong continuum. Of these, 5 (41.6 %) showed multiplicity or splitting. 

The non -periodic examples revealed 4 cases (40%) of multiplicity or splitting. 

Among 69 comets not showing strong continuum, 29 (42 %) showed nuclear activity 

of some sort, 15 (22%) showed multiplicity or splitting, while only 3 (4.4 %) 

showed possible fading. Once more, the supposedly new group of comets does 

not show a significantly higher activity rate. 

V. FADING AND "NEW" COMETS 

On the basis of the above data, we can conclude that the weighted "new" 

comet groups do not show an exceptionally high incidence of disintegration- 



related activity. The results are sufficiently complete to demonstrate that 

Oort's new comets are not disintegrating at the extraordinary rate of 9000 

on the first perihelion passage (at least not within the observable region 

close to perihelion). Therefore, in order to obtain the required loss 

of new comets, we are forced to turn to the fading hypothesis. If new 

comets fade by a large amount (on the average) at first perihelion passage, 

then a considerable percentage of those discoverable at the first apparition 

will be too faint to be discovered the second time around. This situation 

would produce an effect on the observed 1/a distribution equivalent to the 

disintegration of these comets. Oort first postulated that new comets have a 

greater capacity for developing gaseous envelopes on the first approach to the 

sun (Oort, 1950). Later, he decided that the dust emission from new comets 

could account for their photometric properties and increased probability 

of discovery (Oort and Schmidt, 1951). 

If indeed there are large differences between the brightnesses of new and 

old comets, these differences should be readily detectable. There are two 

quite direct methods for uncovering such brightness variations: we can compare 

the brightness behavior of a sample of new comets with that of older comets, 

or we can examine the brightness variations of a sample of new comets 

during the course of perihelion passage. ITA the latter case, we must be 

careful, since other effects are definitely involved. First, if the volatile 

material near the comet's surface is nearly used up, then the rapid desorption 

of gases near perihelion could completely exhaust the volatiles in the porous 

surface layers. Thus, one would observe a decrease in brightness after perihelion. 

This perihelion asymmetry has been studied in the case of Encke's comet 

by Kresák (Liêge Colloquium, 1966). This decrease is not permanent, and the 

comet recovers at least most of its brightness before the beginning of the 
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next apparition. Perihelion asymmetries are expected to occur for other very 

old periodic comets, but should not be present in new objects. 

Another brightness phenomenon, very important for new comets, has the 

opposite effect. If there is an appreciable amount of volatile material 

near the surface, the residual heating effect stirred up by extreme heating 

at perihelion may cause an increase in brightness on the last observable part 

of the orbit. Oort also believes that dust emission among new comets is 

most intense at perihelion (as evidenced by the extremely intense continuum 

near the nuclei of some comets observed at perihelion). If this dust is 

ejected at moderate velocity (about one meter per second), it will create 

an expanding cloud which will increase the brightness of the comet after 

perihelion, and will cause the comet to appear diffuse as it recedes from 

the sun. 

Attempts have been made to detect such perihelion dependences in the 

brightness, notably by Bobrovnikoff (1941, 1942, 19+3). If there is some 

substantial delay in the brightness response of a comet (due to either 

residual heating or dust cloud expansion), we should be able to compensate 

for the effect by shifting the effective perihelion date. Maximum brightness 

will occur sometime after true perihelion. Bobrovnikoff studied the brightness 

data for numerous comets, and was able to detect a delay effect in a very 

few cases. One of the best examples was comet 19361I Peltier, a rather long - 

period elliptical comet. However, the effect proved very uncommon, and 

Bobrovnikoff concluded that the lag, if present, is usually small and concealed 

by other effects. He also found that the behavior of the magnitude exponent 

n is .symmetrical with respect to perihelion time (no difference between average 

pre- and post -perihelion values of n). 

Before I describe my own results in regard to brightness variation, it 

would be appropriate to ask exactly how much fading is necessary to account 
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for the required disappearance of new comets. Specifically, we want to 

know by how many magnitudes new comets have to fade in order to render 

40% (Whipple) or 90% (Oort) of these comets undiscoverable at the second 

return. Fortunately, extensive calculations of discovery probabilities 

for long- period comets have recently been performed (Everhart, 1967). I 

have utilized Everhart's results to determine the decrease in number of comets 

discovered if all the absolute magnitudes are decreased by one magnitude. 

In essence, Everhart made use of the discovery conditions of 256 

long -period comets to obtain discovery probability functions. He then 

applied these functions to a large number of hypothetical comets in randomly 

oriented parabolic orbits generated by a computer. By assuming all other 

orbital parameters to be random, Everhart was able to determine mean discovery 

probabilities for his hypothetical comets as a function of a (the perihelion 

distance) and Ho (the absolute magnitude). He obtained a matrix of G(q,Ho) 

discovery probability values for typical values of 
9, 

and Ho. He then used 

the G function to unfold the observed distributions of orbital parameters 

DH and Dq , and obtain the underlying intrinsic distributions and d lg. 

This technique is obviously very powerful and important. It is useful 

tome primarily because of the G function. The total integral 

sP \ fq Iio (G) la H is normalized in this case to the 256 comets used in 

the study. We can ask how many of these comets would have been discovered 

if the intrinsic magnitude distribution were shifted one magnitude fainter. 

This question may be answered by shifting Everhart's derived intrinsic 

.Ho by one magnitude and performing the double integration, using the new 

function f:ó , f fHo+ , This process gives us the total number 

of comets which will be discovered after an effective fading of one magnitude. 

The number of comets discovered with new IHt distribution may be expressed 

as some fraction of the original 256 comets. 
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I have performed the integration, and find a fractional loss of 55% 

due to the one magnitude shift in brightness. In other words, 55% of the 

256 comets effectively disappear, not being discoverable after one magnitude 

fading. This figure is comparable with the disappearance rate after first 

apparition required by Whipple's analysis, and is somewhat less than the rate 

Oort quotes. We must be careful about interpreting this rate, however. It 

is based on some dangerous assumptions: Everhart's f and 
f 

distributions 
0 

are assumed to apply to the hew comets, and the flit distribution is assumed 

to apply to comets on the second perihelion passage. We also assume that the 

fading Ho + 1.0 is consistent and not a function of Ho or 2, that the fq 

distribution is not modified between perihelion passages, etc. These 

assumptions are somewhat restrictive, since Everhart's intrinsic distributions 

are derived indirectly from all the 256 observed long -period comets, which 

are necessarily a mixture of new and old comets. However, in the absence of 

any other approach, I believe this method should give a useful approximation. 

Having completed this brief examination of the effects of fading, I will 

next examine the observational evidence. The most straightforward approach 

is to look at the mean absolute magnitudes of new and old comet groups. 

I have again used 1/a as an age discriminant. Taking 31 comets from the 

Lyttleton and Hammersley list (196+) and absolute magnitudes from the 

Vsekhsvyatskii catalog, I obtain the following results: 

1/a interval number of comets 

.00005 ; 15 

0.00005 to 0.0001-; 8 

0.0001 to 0.0005! 8 

Mean absolute magnitude Ho 

4.92 

4.73 

4.87 



Again, we find no apparent difference in the absolute magnitudes. On the average, 

the new -weighted groups of small 1/a do not appear to be exceptionally 

bright. 

I also attempted to detect fading by comparing the mean absolute magnitudes 

of comets observed only after perihelion to those observed only before. 

In this study, for the sake of consistency, I used solely the absolute magnitudes 

tabulated by Everhart for 227 comets, 1840 to 1955. On the basis of observation 

dates given by Vsekhsvyatskii, I have divided the comets into three classes: 

those observed only before perihelion, those observed only after perihelion, 

and those observed both before and after perihelion. These comets are all 

long -period or parabolic objects. Therefore, there should be an appreciable 

admixture of new comets in the sample. If fading does occur during the course 

of the first perihelion passage, it should show up in the average magnitudes 

(although the effect will be somewhat diluted by the presence of older comets). 

Thus, mean absolute magnitudes should be fainter after perihelion. The results 

are as follows: 

Group 
Number 

of comets 
in group 

Mean absol. m ag. Ho Standard deviation 
of the mean 67 

All comets 227 6.877 0.13 magnitudes 

Observed either only before 
or only after perihelion 101 7.345 0.20 

Observed only before 
perihelion passage 23 8.326 0.41 

Observed only after 
perihelion passage 78 7.055 0.22 



The differences are obviously significant. The difference between the mean Ho 

for all 227 comets and Ho for the 101 examples observed only on one side 

of perihelion is easily explained: bright comets tend to be discovered 

sooner and observed longer than intrinsically faint ones. However, the fact 

that comets observed only before perihelion tend to be fainter than those 

observed only after is difficult to explain as an observational effect. 

We have probably uncovered a strong manifestation of residual activity in the 

comets, increasing brightness with a time lag after perihelion. This result 

is not in good agreement with Bobrovnikoff's general results, obtained by 

the different technique of analyzing observations of individual comets 

observed both before and after perihelion. At any rate, these data most 

definitely do not give any indication of fading after perihelion passage. 

We conclude that there is no definite observational evidence of fading among 

new comets. This result leaves us in the final position of having no 

observational evidence for the large loss rate (by disintegration or fading) 

at the first apparition required by both Oort's and Whipple's theories. 

VI. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 

This investigation has produced several interesting byproducts that 

are worth mentioning. First, an attempt was made to correlate nuclear activity, 

multiplicity, and splitting with sunspot numbers, for the period from 1860 

to 1912. In view of the detected correlation between tail activity (or 

nucleus visibility) and sunspot numbers for Comet Encke (Whipple and 

Douglas -Hamilton, Liége Colloquium, 1966), I expected that a positive 

correlation might appear. A preliminary graph of activity rates and sunspot 

numbers revealed an apparent correlation (see Figure 2). However, statistical 
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analysis revealed that the correlation coefficient was not significant. The 

95% level of confidence limits on the correlation coefficient were -0.38 

to +0.60 for the cases of splitting, multiplicity, and activity. For the 

cases of multiplicity and other activity alone, the 95% level of confidence 

limits were -0.25 to +0.64. Nuclear activity and sunspot numbers are not 

strongly correlated. 

My revised activity rates also provide a new check on various ideas 

related to the splitting of comets. Harwit maintains that most cometary 

divisions are a result of collisions with meter -sized boulders near the 

ecliptic plane (Harwit, 1968). These collisions may initiate exothermic 

reactions or release stresses and cause a comet to split. In support of this 

hypothesis, Harwit cites ten non -tidal splits, nine of which occurred within 

one A.U. of the ecliptic plane. Eight of these comets were of the "new" 

or long- period variety, which offer larger cross - sectional areas and higher 

velocities relative to asteroid -like particles than do short -period comets. 

Harwit also predicts a higher splitting rate for retrograde comets. In my 

study, ten of the 36 observed cases of splitting were periodic comets. 

Admittedly, these cases are somewhat less spectacular than several observed 

divisions of bright long- period comets. Of the 26 non -periodic comets 

observed to split, twelve proved to have retrograde orbits and fourteen 

direct. There appears to be no pronounced correlation of splitting with 

orbital inclination. My results do not lend much support to the collisional 

splitting hypothesis. An ideal way to extend these results would be to 

correlate all observed cases of splitting or nuclear activity with distance 

from perihelion, distance from the ecliptic plane, and other orbital parameters. 

This task would require computer calculations, but could produce some very 

interesting results. 



It is of interest to investigate the mean absolute magnitudes of comets 

that undergo splitting. Using Everhart's absolute magnitudes again, I have 

determined Ho for l4- non -periodic split comets, and for 30 comets showing 

splitting or multiple nuclei, for the period from 18+0 to 1955. The Ho 

m 6X= SZ k. z _ â01,-4`. 
for 14 split comets was 5.69; and for the 30 active comets Ho = 6.17: In 

view of the fact that the Ho for 227 of Everhart's tabulated comets was 

6.877, this result verifies Stefanik's statement that comets which split 

are usually relatively bright. However, this effect may be due to observational 

selection. The data for splitting among faint comets are probably far from 

complete. Thus, one should be cautious about deriving disintegration 

probabilities of the type used by Oort. 

My results do not agree with those of Whipple and Stefanik (Liége 

Colloquium, 1966) in another respect: they find that split comets are preferentially 

small 1/a or new objects. As has been seen, my results strongly indicate 

no correlation with 1 /a. It may be significant that Stefanik's study 

includes only the spectacular cases of splitting, with observable components 

persisting for long periods of time. I would agree with Whipple and Stefanik's 

statement that the high incidence of (frequently non - tidal) splitting indicates 

the fundamental weakness of the nucleus. However, Whipple and Stefanik 

attempt to explain splitting in terms of a brittle shell which forms as a 

result of outward diffusion of highly volatile core materials and subsequent 

recondensation on the surface. This shell supposedly causes splitting due 

to heat shock when the comet first reenters the inner solar system from 

the Oort cloud. Such a mechanism works well for new comets, but it does 

not explain the numerous cases of splitting and activity among older and 

periodic comets pointed out by this study. A full explanation of the 

splitting mechanism will probably have to await more detailed knowledge 

of the physical structure of the oometary nucleus. 



TABLE I 

PRINCIPAL REFERENCE PERIODICALS USED IN THE INVESTIGPTION OF INDIVIDUAL COMETS 

Annales de l'Astrophysique 

Astronomical Journal 

Astronomische Nachrichten 

Astrophysical Journal 

Journal des Observateurs 

Journal of the British Astronomical Association 

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 

The Observatory 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 

Popular Astronomy 

Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 

Vierteljahresschrift der Astronomischen Gesellschaft 



TABLE II 

Comets Showing Disintegration-Related Phenomena, 371BC - 1819AD 

Nuclear Phenomena 

1 
= or Granularity 

Splitting Fading 

, e:5 days days .::.5 days ...,,5 days 

1661M 1796 j -371 181811 
161811 181911 

Mmultiple nuclei observed 

periodic comet 

1 
Comets showing granularity, scintillation, multiple nuclei, or 

unusual: nuclear activity. 



TABLE III 

Comets Showing Disintegration-Related Phenomena, 1820 - 1839 

Nuclear Phenomena 
' Splitting 

or Granularity 

4 

< 5 days >5 days 

1823m P1835111 
183211 

5 days >5 days 

+ 

a. g 



TABLE IV 

Comets Showing Disintegration- Related Phenomena, 1840 - 1859 

! Nuclear Phenomena 

or Granularity 

5 days 
Ì 

>5 days 

18471 P18481I 
185311 18501 
1854V M 1851IV 

P18521 
18531 M 
18531I1M 

P18581 
1858v1 M 

Splitting 

<5 days >5 days 

Fading 

P18461I 
P1852III 
1858vi 

1851111 



TABLE V 

Comets Showing Disintegration- Related Phenomena, 1860 - 1879 

Nuclear Phenomena 

or Granularity 

Splitting Fading 

<5 days ---- 
P1862I 
186311 

P18681 
18701 
P1870IIIM 
P1871III 
1873V 

P1873V1I 
187411 

P18751 M 
187711 

>5 days 

P186711 M' 
. Ple691 M 

P18691I1M i 

1870II Mi 
18711I M 

P18731I PO 
18741IIM: 
1874v MI 
1879v ; 

<-5 days 

1 

>5 days 

18601 
i 

1864V 
1874111 18741 

P18791 



TABLE VI 

Comets Showing Disintegration-Rblated Phenomena, 1880 - 1899 

.5days 

Fading Nuclear Phenomena 

or Granularity 

>5 days 

Splitting 

4 5 days <5 days 

at V- 

18811V M 1880111 M P1896v 1881111 18871 
PI881V M 1881111 1898x 188211 1895111 
p18861v M 188211 M 1886in 1897111 
189011 18831 18881 
18901v M p188411 M 18891v 

P189ov 1885111m P1889v 
P1892V M 188611 p1891v 
18931v M 1886111m 

I 

i 
18921 

P18941 
p1896v1im 
18971 
1898v 
1898v111 
1898x 

1886v M 
P1886VIIM 
18881 M 
1888111M 
18891 M 
18891v M 

P1889v 
P1889v1 
189ovx M 

1,1891v 

1895111 
18961 
18991 

1 

P1892111 
18991 



TABLE VII 

Comets Showing Disintegration-Related Phenomena, 1900 - 1919 

Nuclear Phenomena Splitting 

or Granularity 

< 5 days 

190411 
P1910V 
191211 

P1914VI 

days <5 days 

19031 19011 
1905V P19181 
1905VI M 

P1906V 
19091 
P191011 M 
P1913111 
191511 

P19161 
P191911 

.>5 days 

19051V 
1905VI 

P1906V 
1911V 
191511 

P1916I 

Fading 

P1913VI 



TABLE VIII 

Comets Showing Disintegration-Related Phenomena, 1920 - 1939 

- 
Nuclear Phenomena Splitting , Fading 

1 

i 

1 

! 

T- 
,F 

4`5 days >5 days 4'5 days >5 days 1 

I 

1936111M P1930VI P1930V1 ! 192411 
1931111M 1932V11 i 1926111 

P1932IV M P1927V 
1930V 

or Granularity 



TABLE IX 

Comets Showing Disintegration -Related Phenomena, 1940 - 1955 

Nuclear Phenomena 1 Splitting Fading 

or Granularity 

>5 days 

194111 194111 
1952V1 

>5 days 

t- 
19431 P1941VII 
1947XII 19431 
1954VII 1945VI1 

1955V 1947V 
19501 
195411 
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